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CATS February Meeting

Windows-based Minos was developed by Mike
Goodey G0GJV for VHF and UHF contests.

At our February meeting CATS member Andy
G0KZT gave a talk about contests, with
particular emphasis on contest logging
software.

Set-up screen on Minos
Andy G0KZT is ready to start

He began by describing how his own interest in
contesting had developed from the time when,
as an unlicensed member of the Society, he
had helped out by being a logger.
Andy talked about the merits of using logging
software compared with paper logs and then
described the use of two principal VHF/UHF
contest logging software packages – SDV and
Minos, both which are available for free
download over the internet as follows:
SDV - http://www.ei5di.com/

Logging screen on Minos

The database saves each contact as you
complete it, so if you have a power failure you
only risk losing details on any QSO currently in
progress. Both packages identify duplicates,
calculate range and bearing from the locator
references entered and calculate scores
progressively during the contest.

Minos - http://minos.berlios.de/
SDV was developed by Paul O’Kane EI5DI
and is DOS based. Although free, the version
used for HF, SD (Super Duper), is not free. A
sample SDV screen is shown below:

For each programme, Andy described the
three processes of initial contest setup,
logging, and then submitting completed logs to
the RSGB.
Minos has the advantage that it automatically
loads the contest calendar from the Internet,
complete with rules, dates and times. It also
saves station configurations (eg a six metre
setup which would probably be different from a
70cm setup, for example.)
Thank you Andy for an interesting and wellplanned talk.

The log screen on SDV
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construction of a new PC running Windows 7
64 bit. This month’s article will deal with my
efforts to turn the new PC into a useful tool for
the shack.

Kempton Park Rally
This year the spring rally is on April 22nd and
CATS have again been asked to provide a
Bring and Buy stand. If any CATS member is
interested in helping with the stand, please
contact James G0SDB.

On day two in the life of the new Win7 PC, it
downloaded and installed over fifty Windows
updates from the Internet. Once it was stable, I
began getting it ready for, hopefully, a long and
productive working life. The installation of a
DVR rewriter and test burn of a CD went well.
I downloaded Google Earth and that too went
well. In operation it was very quick including
whilst using Street View.

CATS March Meeting
This will be on March 12th and will be a talk
about Junk Box Antennas by M0NDJ and
M1MRB. This talk was previously planned to
be given at the February CATS meeting.

Ham Radio De Luxe (HRD) was easy to
download. I installed my interface (an SB2000) and was soon able to control my main
rig (a Yaesu FT950) from using HRD and
happily decode PSK31 signals in receive mode
on the new PC. However, although I could put
the FT950 into transmit mode from the PC, it
wouldn’t actually emit any RF.

CATS April Meeting
Please note that there will be no formal
meeting in April as this year the date coincides
with Easter Monday. In its place there will
probably be an informal gathering at a nearby
local hostelry.

To check, I plugged my headphones into the
output socket of the PC while in transmit mode.
There was plenty of audio – yet when the
same lead was connected to the FT950 there
was no Tx output. Odd! Next I swapped all the
leads back to my old PC. It worked fine and
would receive and transmit PSK31 via the
FT950 with no bother.

CATS May Meeting
The meeting on May14th will be a talk by
Walter Blanchard G3JKV on WSPR.

CATS June Meeting

Checking the system more thoroughly, I found
that the new PC’s onboard sound card autodetects whatever you plug into the various
audio sockets. Very clever of it! Every time I
keyed up, the on-board sound card put a
message on the screen saying “you have just
plugged in a pair of headphones.” Grrrr…
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On June 11 CATS will be holding a micro-DF
hunt to be organised by Dennis M0NDJ. For
more information, watch this space!

CATS Contesting
CATS were unable to participate in this year’s
“Brass Monkeys Contest” (144/ 432 MHz) on
3rd/4th March due to a number of factors, but
principally because of a poor weather forecast.
CATS members have received an email
explaining the situation.

There are 3 audio sockets on the back panel of
the PC and two on the front – and they are all
auto-detect. In other words, you can plug in
whatever you like and it senses what you’ve
done and adjusts input or output level (as
appropriate.) Very clever, but you can’t turn
the darned thing off!

G3WZK Computer Saga

After much head-scratching, I begin to suspect
that when the computer senses that the PC is
connected to my data interface’s audio input
socket, it might be reducing the PC’s audio
output level because it thinks there’s a pair of
headphones and doesn’t want to hurt my ears!

Part Three:
Welcome to the final article in the G3WZK
computer saga – at least I was hoping it’d be
the final part, but there are still a few issues
waiting to be fixed.

Fortunately one of the 118 items on the
FT950’s menu system is Item 050 – “Data DT
Gain.” This was set to 10 for working with the
old PC, with a maximum possible of 100.

Part One dealt with the repair of an old XP
machine, Part Two with the design and initial
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New PC running normally: Two S9+10dB
and six S9 spurii on Top Band.
New PC plugged in to the mains and all
other leads unplugged but not running
(there is no on/off switch on the PSU): Two
S9+10dB and two S9 spurii on Top Band.
New PC unplugged from mains: no spurii.

I decide to tweak this setting for use with the
new PC. An initial trial setting of 50 worked
first time and I felt quite elated that I could now
transmit – but the Tx was now somewhat
overloaded, so I reduced the setting to 40.
As everything seemed to be hunky dory on all
HF bands I tuned to 30 metres and
successfully answered a PSK31 CQ call from
OH3KT (Finland) followed by a QSO with
UR5II (Ukraine).
This had been an interesting little challenge –
but also rather irritating that the super duper
high quality audio software has an auto-detect
function that can’t be turned off.

It seemed that the curse of the Switched mode
power supply had struck again! (Several years
ago my XYL’s computer’s PSU had proved to
be a powerful RF noise source and had
needed replacement.) I therefore contacted
CATS member Colin Richards G3YCR who
kindly offered to have the PSU tested for me.
(Colin is on the RSGB’s EMC Committee).

A much easier task was the installation of a
USB3 adapter card that I had obtained from
Novatech. It was quick and easy to do and I
tested it by plugging in the 1TB external USB3
drive that I use for back ups. It worked fine at
the first attempt.

Within a week, the answer came back that
despite being CE marked, the PSU was
generating RF energy at 20 dB above the
accepted standard. I would have to replace it.
Colin also sent me some graphs of the lab test
results. See below:

Conducted emissions from the PSU (on standby)
(The two straightish lines with a slight kink at 5 MHz are CE
limits, the top one being for signal peaks)
The USB3 adaptor used at G3WZK

However it was then I noticed that Top Band
had become very noisy. There were spurii all
over the place with a bad one on 1909 kHz.
My Top Band aerial is at the end of the garden
and fed with RG58 coax but a quick check with
my Eton G3 Globe Traveller portable radio
revealed the same noise in the shack. Initially
I suspected my new BT router – but I quickly
found that it wasn’t that. It was the new PC –
the noise disappearing when I switched off.
Bother!

Conducted emissions from the PSU with a 10 amp load
(CE limits as previously)

I unplugged as many leads as I dared: this
showed that the noise was not being radiated
on the audio cables, not on the USB cables
and not on the mouse or keyboard cables.

Colin also informed me that they had opened
the PSU’s case in the lab and found that it
contained no inductive filtering components:
this explains that high level of RF noise in the
low HF region. It also means that the PSU is
probably not an isolated faulty example: any
replacement would be likely to be just as bad.

Later, armed with a box of clip–on ferrites, I
decided to sort this out once and for all. After a
few false starts I found the following:
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as far as my new PC’s PSU is concerned.
Thank you Colin!
With the new PC now working again, I was
able to resume the task of turning it into a
useful, fully-functioning machine.
Printer sharing was the next task on the list. It
was easy to install my Brother laser printer on
the new 64 bit PC, although it did need new
drivers which I downloaded from the internet.
However, at the time of writing, despite much
thought and angst, I have still not cracked the
problem of how to share it over the network
with 32 bit PCs in the house. (I could share it
over the network from my old PC with no
bother at all.) I am also inexplicably unable to
get Real Player to work.

External view of the PSU

I needed a bit of light relief while trying to get
printer sharing to work, so decided to set up
Echolink on the new PC. I plugged in my USB
microphone and clicked on the download
button on the Echolink website at 16:13 UTC
precisely. By 16:20 all the software was
installed, I had entered all my personal details
and I was in QSO with CATS’ own “mad” Frank
G3ZMF via GB3NS and getting a good audio
report! To confirm things, I then connected to
Terry, W8TNT, in Florida for a quick chat. No
problems (eg with port forwarding) at all. It had
taken just 7 minutes to download Echolink, set
it up, and have a first contact. Is that a record?
So apart from the problems with printer sharing
and Real Player, the new PC project is now
finished. I am confident that I will polish off
these two outstanding issues soon and put the
old machine (on which I am writing this piece)
out to grass. In fact I am already looking
forward to when the next opportunity to
building a new PC comes along!

Internal view of the PSU

I then made a complaint to the supplier
(Novatech) about the RF Noise generated by
the PSU. I accepted their offer to replace it on
condition that the new one “is EMC compliant.”
The replacement arrived quickly and worked
perfectly. Interestingly, when I looked up the
part number of the replacement (as shown on
the delivery note) on the Novatech website,
there was a photo of an identical PSU to the
one that I had found to be faulty. However, the
new one was a completely different model ie it
did not have a “Win Power” label, it was
painted black instead of grey, the low voltage
cables had a different range of plugs on them,
there was no mains output socket to feed a
display screen, and there was now a mains
on/off switch when previously there had been
none. Very odd – but this new PSU was
absolutely fine.

My Dreams Come True?
By Andy G0KZT
Since becoming a Radio Amateur in 1984, one
area that I have never been successful with
was aerial masts. But it became more of a
problem when I moved to my current QTH 12
years ago and my desire to put beams up,
mainly for contesting, increased.
I have used various methods including crude
attempts to lash scaffold poles to drain pipes.
But, as I nearly found to great cost, the bigger
aerial added to the weight of a rotator makes it
more difficult to hoist into the sky.

Colin tells me that my rogue PSU may now
feature in David Lauder’s EMC column in
Radcom. However, I am now a happy bunny
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masts was between £350 and £450 and a real
“ouch” to the funds. However, as I continued to
watch these items come and go, I could see
they were becoming less and less frequent. It
was time to act!

The main hazard I found was stopping the
bottom of the mast from kicking out. Several
years ago I was very fortunate to be “selected”
by David Harris G2BOF to be the recipient of
his contesting mast and rigging. This included
sectional poles making up a 30' mast, a tilting
base plate, poles to make up a gin pole, a
block and tackle and a set of guys and ground
stakes. This was a great addition and I was
just able to squeeze the whole lot into my
garden.

The first hurdle was the station manager. How
do you broach such a subject with someone
who would not appreciate such an item,
bearing in mind the previous reaction to the gin
pole mast? I was never going to be brave
enough to “just buy it” and brave the storm! I
chose to keep the truth to the minimum (ie its
height and weight) and got an amber light (not
brilliant green).

But it did require assembling for each period of
operation and required the banging of the
ground stakes into the lawn. This could take up
to around 80 minutes to rig plus around 30
minutes to de-rig. All very time consuming and
difficult to balance with domestic stuff. Most
importantly though I was at last able to safely
rig up to around 30' single handed.

I ended up bidding on a complete SCAM 12
and although bidding was slow, I was the
highest bid for most of the auction. Sadly, I
was pipped at the end and was very
disappointed to be informed that I was
unsuccessful. However, I received an email
several days later informing me that the
winning bidder had pulled out with an invitation
to buy it with my original bid. (At this point, I
would be interested to hear if this has
happened to anyone else as I suspect there
was a “ghost” bidder). I entered into an
agreement to buy it and arranged to collect it
from the buyer in Bournemouth.
I knew that the mast was not going to fit into
the estate car but measured that it would stick
out of the back by about 18 inches. It was too
heavy to go onto the roof rack!
The drive took 2 hours and I was greeted by
the seller. He was able to answer most of my
questions about why he was selling it ... and he
was of course was a Radio Amateur! I parted
with the cash and with the help of his son,
loaded the mast and ancillaries into the car
and made the 2 hour trip home with the tailgate
only partially closed. Once home, I was able to
manhandle it out of the car into the garage. At
this point I was very pleased with myself and
my purchase.

Dawn's first garden nightmare

However, this first mast utopia was doomed
when it was decided (not by me!) last year to
have the garden landscaped. With a new patio
where one of the ground stakes and the base
had been, it became clear that the gin pole
mast was going to lose out. I jokingly
suggested that I needed a pump up mast!

The following day, full of excitement, I began to
assemble it. The seller had painted it faithfully
with “army green” and even gave me a jam jar
containing some surplus paint. But I found that
in some areas where components joined, the
thickness of the paint prevented the parts
going together.

I started looking on eBay and frequently saw
that Clark SCAM 12 pneumatic masts and
other similar masts were being sold, but I'd
never tried bidding for anything on eBay
before. My only previous purchase was my
Baofeng UV-3R dual band handie but I hadn't
needed to bid for that. The going rate for these

After removing various areas of paint build up,
and with a bit of a struggle, I had the SCAM 12
standing on its four legs behind the garage. An
area of concern was that the mast would not
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rotate. I suspected this was also due to paint
build-up preventing its movement.
The excitement soon turned to disappointment
when I tried to pump it up. The bayonet
connector for the air hose at base was difficult
to engage but a drop of oil soon freed it. I
began to pump away and the bottom section
began to rise. This would have put the other
locking sections of the higher sections out of
reach so I lowered it by releasing the pressure
with the valve on the pump. Having tightened
the lower sections and freeing the top section, I
began pumping again. Nothing! Disconnecting
the hose and putting my finger over the nozzle,
there was only a whisper of air and no back
pressure. The question still remained, was it
the mast that had caused the problem or the
pump? CATS have had a SCAM 12 for some
years. Andy G8JAC was kind enough to loan
me the club one. I repeated the routine and up
went the mast, much to my relief! This was
christened on the Tuesday night activity
contest on 70cms with the club’s 19 element
Tonna and the mast at its full height.

What the neighbours see!

My next task was to find out what was wrong
with the pump. I removed six screws and
stripped the cylinder down. This revealed that
the rubber washer at the end of the piston had
become detached. The initial repair worked
briefly (with a good back pressure test) but
failed again when tried on the mast. The
washer was then reversed, a small amount of
grease was applied, and successful pumping
was achieved!

The beauty of the system is that it takes only
about 5 minutes to raise and about a minute to
lower. The neighbours would have missed it as
it was dark but not to disappoint I raised it
again the next morning for a photo opportunity!
A bit of brute force was applied to the turning
mechanism and the paint eventually gave up.
So now the mast can rotate through 360º.

The offending rubber washer

73 de Andy G0KZT

G0KZT's Virtual Shack
Shortly after the Crescenta Valley trip that Prue
G4RWW, Andy G8JAC and I did in 2006, I
performed some experiments in remotely
operating equipment using VoIP and software
to emulate being “behind the radio”. I
successfully operated Mark W6MW's rig and
was able to use the callsign W6/G0KZT. Martin
G4FKK also gave a presentation to CATS on
the same subject using Hamarchi software.

The view from the garden
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In recent weeks I have revisited the topic with
a view of controlling my Kenwood TS-2000
from somewhere other than the shack. Initial
tests were carried out using the laptop of the
XYL. I finally achieved this using Real VNC (to
control the desktop PC) and SKYPE to link the
audio to and from the rig. But now I have taken
this a little bit further.... by using my iPod
Touch – see below:

meter and just where the white arrow is, the
send key.
Listen out for me using the rig from a WiFi
hotspot away from the house. Reports are
always welcome!
73 de Andy G0KZT

For Sale
19” Flat Screen Digital TV with integral DVD
player – 12 volt version suitable for caravan or
boat use. Contact Denis M6XLS on 01737
643242 if interested.

Special Prefixes for
Queen's Diamond Jubilee
and London 2012 Olympic
and Paralympic Games
Since March 1st it has been possible to apply
for the requisite Notice(s) Of Variation (NoV)
on line, should you wish to use a special prefix
for either or both of the above events this year.
This means that G3WZK (for example) could
become GQ3WZK for the Jubilee or GO3WZK
for the Olympics.

G0KZT’s iPod on the CATS 2m net

A check on the Apple Apps store revealed that
a version of Real VNC was available (cost
£6.99). Connecting to the shack PC was
simple by typing in its IP address and typing
in the password (once done, it is stored and
connection is just one click away). Dragging
your finger allows you to move around the
desktop (and the usual pinch/pull to zoom the
screen) and a double tap to simulate a mouse
click. I was able to run both the Kenwood
control program and Ham Radio Deluxe
software.

Simply visit the following site and supply the
requisite information. A NoV in pdf format will
then be emailed back to you.
www.rsgb.org/news/articlelinks.php?id=0316

This page also provides a link to obtain an NoV
for operation on 501 kHz.

My first test was via GB3NS. Audio reports
were that the audio was a little “commercial”
but at least is clear enough to use. SKYPE
doesn't however like silence and will try to
compensate with a type of AGC. Thanks go to
both Frank G3ZMF and Mike G8AAI for their
feedback. However I encountered a “technical
hitch” where on leaving the application
somehow caused the PTT to get pushed
(probably a careless tap on the screen) and
leave an open carrier on the repeater.

Contests Coming Soon
Mar 10-11: Commonwealth Contest
Mar 11: 70 MHz Cumulative #2
Apr 1: First 70 MHz Contest
Apr 8: RoPoCo SSB
Apr 15: First 50 MHz Contest
May 5: 432 MHz Trophy Contest
May 5: 10 GHz Trophy Contest
May 5-6: 432 MHz to 248 GHz Contest
May 13: 70 MHz CW Contest
May 19-20: 144 MHz May Contest
May 20: First 144 MHz Backpackers
May 27: 70 MHz Cumulative #3
Jun 2-3: NFD
Jun 10: Second 144 MHz Backpackers
Jun 16-17: 50 MHz Trophy Contest
Jun 24: 70 MHz Cumulative #4
Jul 7-8: VHF NFD

Thankfully Frank knew it was me and he kindly
rang the land-line to let me know.
My final test was to use the set-up on the
CATS net. The photograph shows the relevant
part of the desktop of Ham Radio Deluxe
zoomed in and includes the frequency, the 'S'
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Contest Square Analysis by Andy G0KZT
The VHF Contest Committee has recently published some useful information following the
adjudication of the February 144 MHz Activity contest. The table below shows the numbers of
stations operating from each of the larger Maidenhead Locator squares.

I was surprised to discover that IO83 square had the largest number of stations contained within it.
Additionally, IO92 and IO93 have more than I have ever heard, usually about two or three in each if I
am lucky!
Just as a little reminder of
where these squares are,
I have reproduced a map
of the main locator
squares. Trying to find
one on the intraweb
proved a little difficult.
Also shown on this map
are the old alphanumerical squares that
we used to use. Mine was
ZL60J.
So, as part of my
operating strategy I will be
concentrating more on
those more popular
squares. It might just
make all the difference!
73 de Andy G0KZT
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Local Rallies & Events
4 March 2012
Cambridge and District ARC Rally
Wood Green Animal Shelter, King's Bush Farm, A1198
London Road, Godmanchester, Cambs, PE29 2NH.
Open 10:00/10:15. Admission £3. Talk in. Trade. B&B.
Catering with bar.
Disabled facilities. SIGs. Raffle. Lectures. Family
attractions.
Contact John G0GKP
01954-200072
j.bonner@ntlworld.com
www.cdarc.co.uk

15 July 2012
McMichael Rally & Boot Sale
Reading Rugby Club off A4 east of Reading
Open 09:30. Parking, trade stands, catering.
Contact: Pete G8FRC 01189 695 697
www.mcmichaelrally.org.uk
12 August 2012
Flight Refuelling Hamfest
Cobham Sports and Social Club Ground, Merley, Nr.
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 3AA
Open 10:00
Further information: www.frars.org.uk
hamfest@frars.org.uk

March 2012
Bournemouth RS 24th Annual Sale
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS EVENT WAS CANCELLED
LAST MONTH (FEBRUARY 2012)
Contact John G0HAT 07719 700 771.
http://www.brswebsite.org.uk/

14-16 September 2012
Amsat Colloqium
Holiday Inn Guildford GU2 7XZ
Networking
Speakers
Gala dinner
www.uk.amsat.org/colloquium/twelve/

22 April 2012 (PLEASE NOTE REVISED DATE)
West London Radio & Electronics Show
Kempton Park Racecourse.
Open 10:00. Parking, trade stands, catering, disabled
facilities. Contact info@radiofairs.co.uk
NOTE: CATS involvement in this event. The CATS bring
and buy sale is a permanent feature of this rally.
www.radiofairs.co.uk

26 August 2012
nd
Milton Keynes 52 Amateur Radio Society Rally
Bletchley Park, Sherwood Drive,, Bletchley MK3 6EB
Open 09:30 trade stands, catering
Entry £2.
Contact: Steve 07866 673192 or
www.mkars.org.uk

20 May 2012
th
28 Dunstable Downs RC National Amateur Radio
Car Boot Sale
Stockwood Park, Luton, M1 J10
Open 09:00. Talk in on S22
www.ddrcbootsale.org

28/29 September 2012
National Hamfest
George Stephenson Pavilion, Newark & Nottingham
Showground, Lincoln Road, Winthorpe, Newark NG24
2NY. For the latest details and ticket information, visit:
www.nationalhamfest.org.uk

17 Jun 2012
East Suffolk Wireless Revival
The Ipswich Radio Rally
Orwell Crossing Lorry Park
A14 Eastbound, Nacton
Ipswich, Suffolk IP10 0DD
Open 09:30
Car Boot Sale, Bring & Buy Sale, Special Interest Radio
Groups, Local Radio Clubs, RSGB Bookstall, UK
Microwave Group, Vintage & Military ARS
Live Radio Demonstrations, Excellent Food and Facilities,
Easy Parking, GB4SWR - HF Radio Station GB4SWR Talk-in on 145.550MHz
Contact Steve,M1ACB
07711-329624
www.eswr.org.uk

12/14 October RSGB Convention
Horwood House, Little Horwood, near Milton Keynes
Convention and lectures
www.rsgb.org/rsgbconvention
11 November 2012
West London Radio & Electronics Show
Kempton Park Racecourse.
Open 10:00. Parking, trade stands, catering, disabled
facilities. Contact info@radiofairs.co.uk
NOTE: CATS involvement in this event. The CATS bring
and buy sale is a permanent feature of this rally.
www.radiofairs.co.uk

17 June 2012
th
25 Newbury Radio Rally & Boot Sale
Newbury Showground, M4 J13.
Open 09:00. Free parking, trade stands, catering,
disabled facilities. Contact rally@nadars.org.uk
www.nadars.org.uk/

25 November 2012
CATS 35th Annual Radio and
Electronics Bazaar
Provisional arrangements as follows:
1st Coulsdon Scout Group headquarters, Lion Green
Road in Coulsdon, Surrey. Map
Open 10:00 to 13:00
Parking, trade stands, bring and buy, refreshments
Contact: enquiries@catsradio.org or
www.catsradio.org

22-24 June 2012
Hamtronic Show, Friedrichshafen
Messe Friedrichshafen, Germany
www.hamradio-friedrichshafen.de/ham-en/index.php
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Other Club News & Contact Information
BROMLEY & DISTRICT ARS

HORSHAM ARC

Website: www.bdars.org.uk/
Email: info@bdars.co.uk
Meetings: 3rd Tuesday of every month at Victory Social
Club, Kechill Gardens, Hayes, Kent, 19:30 for 20:00.
20 Mar - Surplus Equipment Sale
17 Apr - MPS Historical Comms by Richard G8ITB
15 May - The technology behind a sustainable home by
Justin G8YTZ
19 Jun - DF Hunt in the Local Area by Richard G8ITB
17 Jul - New Amateurs Operating by G8MNY & G8ITB
21 Aug - BBQ and Operating Evening

Website: www.harc.org.uk
Club Nets: Saturdays 21:30 on 144.725MHz and
Sundays 10:00 on 3.722 MHz
st
Meetings: 1 Thursday at The Guide Hall, Denne Road,
Horsham, Sussex
1 Mar – Junk Sale
5 Apr - Frequency Standards - G3JKF
3 May - ATC - Ross McDonald
7 Jun - GB3VHF
5 Jul - Photo Quiz - G4LRP (provisional)
2 Aug – TBA

CPREC (CRYSTAL PALACE)

MID SUSSEX ARS
Website: www.msars.org.uk
Club Nets: Sundays 08:00 on 3.740 MHz and at
11:00 on 145.350 MHz, Wednesdays 20:00 on 145.350
MHz and Daily 13:30 on 21.330 MHz
Meetings: Every Friday at Cyprus Hall, Cyprus Road,
Burgess Hill, West Sussex for 19:45

Website: www.qsl.net/g3oou/ or http://www.g3oou.co.uk/
Club Net: Wednesdays 20:00 on 145.525 MHz
st
Meetings: 1 Friday at All Saints Church Parish Rooms,
Beulah Hill at 19:30
02 Mar - Linux in the Radio Shack by Martin Butler
M1MRB
13 Apr - 3D Television by Mike Cox
6 Jul - bhi DSP Noise Cancellation by Graham of bhi
3 Aug - Summer Social

SRCC
Website: www.g3src.org.uk
Contact: John Kennedy G3MCX, 020 8688 3322
Club Nets: Sunday 09:30 on 1905 kHz
Daily natter channel – 144.215 MHz at 19.30.
st
rd
Meetings: 1 & 3 Mondays at Trinity School, Shirley
Park, Croydon CR9 7AT 19:45 for 20:00
5 Mar - Spring Surplus Sale
2 Apr - Annual General Meeting
14 May - Construction Evening
11 Jun - Construction Contest
2 Jul - Barbecue
6 Aug - Talk (TBA)

CRAWLEY ARC
Website: www.carc.org.uk
Club Nets: Tuesdays 20:00 on 145.550 MHz and
Fridays 19:00 on 1.970 MHz
Meetings: Every Wednesday at Hut 18, Tilgate Forest
Recreational Centre, Tilgate Forest, Crawley from 19:30,
and Sundays, 10:30 to 13.00.
28 Mar - Surplus Equipment Sale
25 Apr – The Blue Joker radar system - Derek G3GRO
May - Dayton 2012 - a rundown - John G3VLH et al
27 Jun - Fox Hunt
18 Jul - HARC/CARC Challenge.

SUTTON & CHEAM RS
Website: www.scrs.org.uk
Contact: John Puttock G0/ BWV 020 8644 9945
Club Nets: Monday 20.00 on 145.500 MHz
Saturday 11.00 on 145.500 MHz
rd
Meetings: 3 Thursday at Sutton United Football Club,
The Borough Sports Ground, Gander Green Lane,
Sutton. 19:30 for 20:00
15 Mar - Limited Space Dipoles by Dave Jefferies
G6GPR
19 Apr – Solar Powered Shacks by Paul Matthews
G4AWZ
24 May - AGM
21 Jun - The RNLI & Thames Lifeboat Operations by
Peter G7PWV
19 Jul - TBA
16 Aug - TBA

CRAY VALLEY RS
Website: www.cvrs.org
Contact: Richard Perzyna, G8ITB (see website)
Club Nets: Wednesdays 21:00 on 145.500/QSY and
22:00 on 3.720 ± QRM, and Sundays 11:00 on 3.720 ±
QRM
st
rd
Meetings: 1 and 3 Thursdays at Progress Hall,
Admiral Seymour Road, Eltham, SE9 1SL
1 Mar - Construction contest hosted by Chris, G0FDZ
15 Mar - Update on Olympic special event station plans
by Bob, M0MCV
5 Apr - Introduction to amateur TV by John, G8MNY
19 Apr - Club AGM

DORKING & DISTRICT
Website: http://www.ddrs.org.uk
Email: ddrs.secretary@yahoo.co.uk
Contact: George Brind, G4CMU
Club Nets: Sunday 08:15 on 3.770 MHz & Thursday
20:00 on 144.775 MHz
Meetings: Friends Meeting House, Butterhill, South
Street Dorking at 19:30.
27 Mar - Valve Audio Amplifiers - aspects of their design
and performance - Keith Thrower
24 Apr- Radio from VP8 - Roger Eeles - G0SWC
/ VP8DBR
22 May - Receiver noise reduction, Graham Somerville
(bhi)
26 Jun - The Victorian internet. Ken Tythacott M3CFC
24 Jul - Transmitting from the Devil's Dyke
28 Aug - The fish and chip supper

WIMBLEDON & DISTRICT ARS
Website: www.gx3wim.org.uk (currently unavailable also
checked 26.11.11))
Contact: Jim Bell M0CON 020 8874 7456
Club Net: Mondays 20:45 on 145.500 MHz
nd
Meetings: 2 & last Friday of each month at
Martin Way Methodist Church, Buckleigh Avenue, Merton
9 Mar - Vintage Radio Demonstration: Receivers from
1920s to 1950s by Dick Shanahan
30 Mar - Our Visit to Namibia by Jim Gale G4WYJ

CATS Whispers is published monthly by
S J Beal G3WZK on behalf of the
Coulsdon Amateur Transmitting Society.  C.A.T.S. 2011
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